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Executive Summary
The PS Canally Vessel Management Plan (VMP) outlines a program whereby the vessel is conserved
through the processes of repair, restoration and rebuilding, so that it will be floating, operational and
available to support visitor programs, including visitor access on board, while on display at The Port of
Morgan. The PS Canally VMP will be reviewed every three years, and Part B Restoration Schedule
yearly.
The Vessel Management Plan for PS Canally determines that the Mid Murray Council will undertake
the following actions:





Maintain the long term strategy to restore, preserve, operate, interpret and display
PS Canally in its configuration representing the vessel’s layout for the 1920’s
Use the vessel to promote the Murray River and Riverland region, develop tourism, economic
and social opportunities for the Morgan district and create community pride and volunteer
networks including youth
Undertake a schedule of work to be completed as funds become available.
Undertake a means of interpreting the vessel at the Morgan dock precinct and during
operation
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PART A: THE VESSEL, ITS SIGNIFICANCE AND HOW IT WILL BE CONSERVED
Section 1 Description
Vessel description
PS Canally is a side wheel paddle steamer that was originally launched in 1907. It was built in
Koondrook NSW by RW Beer. It has a wooden hull on wooden frames with the planks bolted to the
frames and not fastened with dumps. It has a flat bottom and double ended hull shape and is just
over 28 metres long.
The vessel is arranged with a main deck and upper deck, and a cabin and wheelhouse on the upper
deck.
It was built to take cargo, passengers and work as a trading boat. It was fitted with a steam engine
from a locomotive in 1912.

1.1 Principal Particulars
Vessel Dimensions
Vessel Registration Number ON132433
LOA

28.04m

LWL

28.04m

Breadth

6.55m

Depth of Hull

1.83m

Date of building

1907

Place of building

Koondrook, NSW

Builder

RW Beer

Built for

Thomas Freeman

1.2 Design
The PS Canally was built originally as a 28 m long flat bottom barge with a double- ended hull shape,
but was fitted with a horizontal, common non-condensing spur gear 14hp, 2cyl engine. This was a
typical shape and was easily adapted to become a paddle steamer and was able to take a larger
20hp steam engine in 1912. It has a stern hung rudder, side wheels at midships, with a cabin and
wheelhouse on the upper deck over the engine compartment. This arrangement is also quite typical
for paddle steamer design on the Murray River.

1.3 Construction
Vessel construction
Hull
Deck
Cabin/superstructure
Hull shape
Rudder type

Carvel
Timber planked- Kauri
Timber planked
Monohull/plumb stem/canoe
stern/double ended
Transom rudder
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General Arrangement
The hull has the engine and boiler toward midships, in an open well surrounded by decking. The main
deck extends over the gunwales and planking to form support for the side wheels and paddle boxes.
A derrick and mast were located on the foredeck. The upper deck and side panels cover the engine
and boiler space. The upper deck has a wheelhouse forward and cabins aft.
Propulsion
PS Canally is a side wheel paddle steamer, and will be reinstated with a Marshall 20hp steam
reciprocating engine, and a Marshall portable boiler.

1.4 History of Ownership and Use
PS Canally was built in 1907 at Koondrook in NSW by RW Beer for Thomas Freeman. PS Canally
worked on the Murray River until the mid-1930s, after which it became a house boat. It was
abandoned for many years after the 1950s before being raised in 1999. In 2015 it is undergoing
restoration.
PS Canally has a wooden hull on wooden frames with the planks bolted to the frames and not
fastened with dumps. In 1908 Tommy Freeman had another barge built on the same lines at
Koondrook by RW Beer. He named this barge T.F. and used it behind PS Canally after it had a larger
engine installed in 1912. Freeman purchased the frames and motion of locomotive engine No. 57
from Newport Railway Workshops and installed it in the hull of the PS Canally. The engine was
lowered into the hull by wharf crane, a task which it only managed after some unauthorized works on
the hydraulics. The engine was built in Newcastle, England in 1862 by Robert Stephenson, a pioneer
of steam engines, and was one of 12 supplied to the Victorian Railways. It was an “O” Class (0-6-0)
meaning it had, 3 drive wheels on each side. No. 57 was the last of the original 12 engines supplied
by Stephenson to be withdrawn from service.
The Riverina Recorder from 10/7/1912 reported the conversion.
“Captain Freeman advises that he is putting a new steamer in the running this year by which his
clients will have the advantage of quick transit afforded by one of the fastest vessels on the river. The
Canally, as the new steamer has been christened, is fitted with a powerful loco boiler and is up to
date in every respect. With a barge she will be able to shift 1000 - 1100 bales of wool each trip. She
will be one of the first to move from the wharf at Echuca this season. “
Another report from The Riverina Recorder from 23/7/1913 noted a record trip:
“ Record Steamer Trip - On Saturday week last, Captain Freeman's Canally left Echuca at 5pm and
notwithstanding 15 stops en route, arrived at Balranald the following day at 8pm. The whole trip, thus
occupying only 51 hours. The last trip was perhaps an even greater achievement, for, leaving Echuca
on Saturday last at 10pm the steamer arrived here at 4am yesterday morning after stopping 14 times
and discharging 30 tons cargo. The Canally is a record breaker no doubt.”
During its time working on the river PS Canally was often referred to as ‘The Greyhound of the
Murray’, due to its strength and speed.
In 1920 Thomas Freeman sold the PS Canally to William Tinks, Master Mariner, of Morgan SA, and in
1925 the vessel passed from William Tinks to Francis &Tinks Ltd then very soon after ownership
transferred to the Ministry of Public Works, NSW. This was noted in The Register Adelaide on
3/12/1925:
“The Passing of the Canally. A touching little ceremony was witnessed from the Morgan Wharf at
10 o'clock last Thursday morning, when the Canally, a paddle cargo boat, steamed away from the
wharf for the last time. The late owner (Capt. W. Tinks) sold her to the New South Wales Government,
and in future she will trade from Mildura to Lock 10. Built at Koondrook, near Echuca, 16 years ago,
she is still young, and as she draws only three feet of water, she is most suitable for the fluctuating
waters of the Murray. For 10 years she traded in wool from Echuca up the Murrumbidgee. Capt. Tinks
purchased her in 1919. He has greatly improved her, and she has traded for six years between
Morgan and Berri, her principal cargo being dried fruits from the fruit Settlements. In all that time
Capt. Tinks says she has never given him five minutes’ engine trouble, and her working capacity being
PS Canally Restoration Committee
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140 horsepower, she is accustomed to towing two barges capable of holding 300 tons, with 60 tons
in her own hold, and is one of the best tow boats on the river.”
PS Canally stayed with NSW Government as a workboat where it had a key role in the construction of
the Murray River Lock System. W.G. Collins purchased it in 1934. In 1935 the vessel was sold to
Albert D. Warren on a term payment arrangement, but successive low river levels restricting work
opportunities saw the vessel relinquished to the Collins Bros. when the payments could not be met
around 1937. Collins married in 1938 and the couple lived on board for a number of years before
moving to a house in Mildura. Mrs Collins had the interior fitted out very nicely and there was plenty of
room on board. The family seldom ate in the dining room on the second deck, preferring the table on
the deck between the galley and the bathroom. Norm Collins also stripped the machinery from the
vessel at this time.
By 1942 Canally was back at Echuca and being used as a barge behind the PS Hero working for NSW
Forests Department to carry firewood for the Victorian Railways. The Chislett Brothers had purchased
Hero and a bin barge from the Collins brothers at Mildura, and after two floods they then purchased
the Canally as a barge to carry the logs back to Boundary Bend. HERO was destroyed by fire in
January 1957 and Canally was then left tied to the landing at Boundary Bend where it eventually
sank.
The Rivers & Riverboat Historical & Preservation Society entered into a Joint Venture agreement with
the Chislett families to raise and restore Canally to an operating paddle steamer.
0n February 8th 1999 Canally was raised to the surface and remained afloat, sheeted with a large
bunker tarp around the hull to prevent any major leaks. Everyone was amazed at the good condition
of the timbers in the hull. Much mud was removed prior to the re-float, and much more was removed
afterwards as well. By Sunday 15th February, all of the mud had been removed and Canally was
floating on about a 150mm draught.
The Canally remained stabilized and restoration work was conducted at Robinvale until mid-2010
when ownership was transferred to the Mid Murray Council to be managed by the Port of Morgan
Historic Museum. The role of the preservation and restoration of the vessel was then taken under the
control of the PS Canally Restoration Committee in late 2011.
The Riverboat Society at Mildura tendered for the job to take PS Canally from Robinvale to Berri. PB
Impulse made its way up to Robinvale where Morgan enthusiasts with the aid of the Friends of
Canally prepared PS Canally for the tow.
In 2011 it was slipped at Berri where repairs and some hull re-planking were done. In September it
was re-floated and moved to Morgan. It is now in Morgan and gradually undergoing a full restoration
back to its original condition and arrangement as a paddle steamer. It will be powered by a Marshall
and Sons engine from 1913.
Table for changes in ownership
Date

Owner

1907

Thomas Freeman

1920

William Tinks

1925

Francis &Tinks Ltd

1925

Ministry of Public Works, NSW

1934

W G Collins

1935

Albert D Warren

1937

Collins Bros.

1940’s

Chislett Bros.

1999

Chislett Bros. & Rivers &
Riverboat Historical &
Preservation Society

2010- present
date

Mid Murray Council
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1.5 Chronology of Changes
Date

Owner

Changes

1907

Thomas Freeman

Built

1912

Thomas Freeman

Changed steam engine

1940’s

Collins Bros.

Converted from steamer to barge

Excerpts from PS Canally history by Frank Tucker featuring various articles from registers and
publications listed as follows:

ADELAIDE REGISTER Tuesday 8th March 1927
MORGAN, March 4th- Some of the members 'of Capt. Tinks' old river crew met at the
Commercial Hotel on Tuesday afternoon to say good-bye to him. He, with his wife, is leaving for
England by the Mooltan shortly. Captain O. Searles, on behalf of those present, presented Capt.
Tinks with "a case of pipes" as a token of regard from- the river hands, who had been so many
years in his employ. Capt. H. McLean supported? Capt. Tinks had been trading on the river for
47 years.- With his father (Capt James Tinks), in 1879, he began as a boy travelling on the
Darling, and remained in the service from Milang to Wilcannia and Bourke until 1836. He first
served on board the steamer Wilcannia. In 1896 he joined Capt. H. King on the PS Gem,
steaming from Morgan to Mildura. As Master of the PS Corowa he traded for 11 years from
Murray Bridge to Renmark, and subsequently 10 years as Master of the PS Ellen, between those
two ports. He was employed for four years as "Ships Husband" for the Gem Navigation
Company, during which time he was stationed at Morgan. In 1912 Capt.' Tinks became a partner
with Mr. A. Francis in the steamer PS Waikerie, bought the PS Canally from Echuca, and the
T.F., a barge, from Capt. Freeman. Two years later the partners bought the PS Success and
barge Ormond. Capt Tinks had a part ownership in the PS Murrabit and barge Koondrook. He
purchased the barge Merle from Capt. Diener, and the Croupier, from Messrs. W. & H. Dunk of
Milang. ,. The PS Murrabit and barge carried stone from the Mannum Quarries to Lock 9, Lock
6, and Lock 3. Capt Tinks's fleet traded from Morgan to Berri on a weekly ' service with general
cargo. Last year- Capt. Tinks severed his connection with the river by selling the PS Canally to
the New South Wales Government, and the remainder of his fleet .to Messrs. W. Bailey & Sons.
Canally - Loco engine. The locomotive engine placed in the Canally by Thomas Freeman was
purchased by him from the Newport Railway Workshops in July 1912 and installed in the hull of
the Canally at Echuca Wharf. Tommy purchased the frames and motion of the engine on the
condition that the Echuca Wharf Crane would be able to lower it into the hull. This was achieved,
only with some surreptitious work on the crane's hydraulics.
The locomotive was built in 1862, in Newcastle England, by Robert Stephenson, and was one of
12 supplied to the Victorian Railways. It was a Goods Engine, Class O (O - 6 - O), meaning it
had 6 wheels, three on each side). As a loco, the engine weighed 64 ton. The boiler was rated at
130psi, the grate measured 17.77 square feet, the cylinders were 17' X 24' stroke and the tractive
effort achieved was 12,022 lb. The engine was numbered 57 and was the last of the 12 engines
supplied by Stephenson to be withdrawn from service by the Victorian Railways when it was
dismembered in 1912. The tender of No. 57 was placed on another loco named the Federal,
which ran on the Kerang to Koondrook tramway. P.S. Canally machinery: The following has
been taken from Newsrail Magazine, September 1996 and was sent to me by Kevin Hutchinson.
......... Many of the Murray River steamers incorporated VR loco parts in their internal
economies; the O class 0-6-0 goods locos were particularly sought after, having large fireboxes
with two fire doors, suitable for marine use and, being outside framed, cranks on the ends of the
axles, suitable for driving paddle wheels. At least six O class, numbers 35, 57, 67, 71, 81 and 121
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ended up in river service. The frames and motion of O35 went to Echuca after the engine was
written off on 14th May 1909. The boiler of O67 was sold to Max Anderson of Mildura in July
1911. On 25th April 1912, Captain Freeman of Echuca bought the frames and motion of O57,
along with the boiler of R195 for #350. The tender of O57 went to Kerang Tramway for #60.
Murray Shipping bought the boilers of 71, 81 and 121 in 1920/21.....
Ref: Riverina Recorder 10/7/1912
Captain Freeman advertises that he is putting a new steamer in the running this year, by which
his clients will have the advantage of quick transit afforded by one of the fastest vessels on the
river. The Canally as the new steamer has been christened, is fitted with a powerful loco. boiler
and engine and is up to date in every respect. With a barge she will be able to shift 1000 or 1100
bales of wool each trip. She will be one of the first to move from the wharf at Echuca this season.
1/7/1917 - Riverina Recorder - The steamer Canally arrived from Echuca on Monday morning
last, after a good run of 43 hours including stoppages. She carried several tons of cargo as well
as a supply of vegetables, butter, bacon and other produce which met a ready sale from cash
customers.
(**Echuca to Balranald = 378 miles. Time taken = 43 hours Av = 8.8mph including stoppages)
Ref: Riverine Herald 8/7/1912
A Strange Whistle The expert ears of many in Echuca can name the steamboats coming and going
by the sounds of their whistles, were yesterday somewhat perplexed by hearing from the river a
clear and resonant whistle not known to them. It turned out to be the new steamer lately fitted out
by Captain T.H Freeman, which the owner was moving from one portion of the river to another.
The enterprise of the local steamboat owners in maintaining and improving the standard of boats
trading from this port is to be commended, and it is hoped that the new vessel will in every way
prove a success.
Ref: Riverina Recorder 23/7/1913
Record Steamer Trip - On Saturday week last, Captain Freeman's Canally left Echuca at 5pm
and notwithstanding 15 stops en route, arrived at Balranald the following day at 8pm. The whole
trip, thus occupying only 51 hours. The last trip was perhaps an even greater achievement, for,
leaving Echuca on Saturday last at 10pm, the steamer arrived here at 4am yesterday morning
after stopping 14 times and discharging 30 tons cargo. The Canally is a record breaker no doubt
Ref: Riverina Recorder 12/11/1913
ACCIDENT TO STEAMER. - The steamer Canally met with a slight mishap to one of her pinion
wheels when on her way up from Balranald to Tupra shed last week, which necessitated her
return to Echuca to have a new wheel fitted. This will delay the steamer four days. She will sail
next Thursday evening for Balranald. Although using only one paddle wheel on her return trip
from Balranald to Echuca, with a barge, the Canally made good time, viz., four days five hours.
/8/1913 - Riverina Recorder
Steamer Race (to the editor of the recorder). Dear Sir, I thought it might be of interest to your
many readers to get a graphic description of a steamboat race, a battle royal for supremacy,
between the two greyhounds of the river, Viz., the well-known steamer Canally, owned by Captain
Freeman, and the much talked of new steamer Arbuthnot, owned by Mr Arbuthnot, saw miller,
who intends trading in these waters. There has been a great diversity of opinion amongst the
public as to which vessel was the fastest, as both vessels are equipped with large and powerful
engines of 100hp. Well it happened last Saturday that both of these vessels met at Echuca and
very few knew that there was to be a battle royal as to which was entitled to the blue ribbon. Both
PS Canally Restoration Committee
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steamers finished loading at 5pm and were ready to start away when one of the Canally's crew
left, which necessitated getting another man. This delay seemed to irritate the crew of the
Arbuthnot when someone on board suggested that they go a mile downstream to the park and
wait for the Canally, as they imagined that they were delaying too long. However, a start was
made at 8pm, the Arbuthnot leaving the wharf about 15 minutes before the Canally. Then the
battle commenced. It would have done your eyesight good to see these two steamers fighting it out
to a finish and the way the banks and trees flew by. The Canally quickly gained on her adversary
but the wash from the paddle wheels of the Arbuthnot told severely against the progress of the
Canally. However after a desperate race of 18 miles, and reaching a favourable part of the river,
the engineer, who had been nursing a few notches up his sleeve, gave her full speed and the
much-talked of Arbuthnot met her waterloo. It will give you an idea of our pace when I tell you
the distance from Echuca to Perricoota Station is 39 measured miles, and the Canally ran the
distance in 3 hours 10 minutes, and had the pleasure of seeing her rival pass later on while
discharging cargo. 3/9/1913 - Riverina Recorder Steamer Rivalry - The Barham 'Bridge' says
that much rivalry exists between the connections of the Arbuthnot and the Canally as to which is
the fastest boat and in a speed trial recently the owners of the latter claimed that their vessel was
superior in this direction. The engineer of the Arbuthnot could not develop the speed which he
knew his boat to be possessed of, and on examination of the smoke box it was discovered that
some individual (presumably a rival) had dropped a brick down the funnel. The draught from the
furnaces being considerably interfered with in consequence. Given a fair trial the crew of the
Arbuthnot reckon they can beat anything on the river.

PS Canally Restoration Committee
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Section 2 Significance
2.1 Statement of Significance
PS Canally is an example of the Murray River paddle steamers from the early 1900s. It was built in
1907 in Koondrook NSW, then fitted out and converted with a larger engine in 1912. It represents a
paddle steamer with an all wooden hull construction, and carried out a number of commercial roles
carrying cargo and passengers, as well as a working vessel for the NSW State Government. It also
became a houseboat on the river, and therefore encapsulates a number of stories and related
aspects of paddle steamer operation and use on the Murray River.
PS Canally was often referred to as ‘The Greyhound of the Murray’, due to its strength and speed as it
plied the Murray for many years. It had a key role in the construction of the Murray River Lock System
and was invaluable during periods of high river and floods due to its powerful steam engine. The lock
system harnesses the river enabling the irrigation industry to be established and the flow of the river
to be controlled.
The PS Canally has significant links to Morgan as it was based here in the 1920’s transporting goods.
The PS Canally is part of the living history of the Port of Morgan which at one time was the largest
inland port in Australia, as well as being an important rail head. It is a tangible reminder of the time
when the river trade in Australia linked up with the rail systems to deliver the wool and crops to the
cities as well as being the lifeline to the inland communities. There are very few paddle steamers of
this type left in existence and when restored PS Canally will only be the 4th historic paddle steamer on
the South Australian section of the Murray River.

2.2 Historical
The principal historic significance is the Canally’s long service on the Murray river in various
commercial roles. It was a cargo vessel, carried passengers, towed barges and worked as a service
and workboat vessel for the NSW state government. It was also a houseboat.
2.3 Significance of Project to Community
PS Canally worked from Morgan during the early 1920s when owned by the Francis & Tinks families,
and formed a strong association with the community at this time. This is probably the only opportunity
for Morgan to acquire an original paddle steamer with a connection to the township. Morgan was
once the largest inland port in Australia.
Background:
The Mid Murray Council acquired the Paddle steamer Canally in July 2010 with the long term goal of
providing a tourist attraction, to benefit the upper river reaches of the council region, due to the
dramatic effects of the drought on tourism over the past three years.
The PS Canally Restoration Committee was formulated under the auspice of the Morgan Museum, a
Section 41 Committee of the Mid Murray Council. The committee attracted residents from the river
townships of Morgan and Cadell engaging members from the business sector, youth and community
members.
The vision of the Committee is to restore the PS Canally to its former glory to reignite the golden days
of the river steam trade and provide a heritage vessel for the people of Morgan, Cadell and
Blanchetown to promote tourist opportunities and drive the tourism economic impact within the
region through day river cruising.
Unfortunately the Canally sank in 1958 in Boundary Bend in Victoria and was later re-floated by the
newly formed Friends of the Canally in Robinvale, Victoria in the late 1990's. Due to budget
constraints the project stood still for a number of years and later the decision was made to secure
another group to continue with the restoration.
The people of Morgan were approached by interested parties, to take on the project, and due to its
constitution could not be sold but donated to a like-minded museum or historical group.
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The Canally is currently a bare hull with no superstructure and in its heyday was known as the
'Greyhound of the Murray' being one of the fastest steam boats on the River. It took part in a race
against the Alexander Arbuthnot in Echuca with the Canally declared as the winner, although the
Alexander Arbuthnot argued that one of the Canally members, had placed a brick down its steam
funnel reducing engine power.
Youth have been engaged as committee members to outline the importance of volunteering at a
young age and create an understanding of the opportunities associated with the restoration and
operation of a heritage vessel. The camaraderie already evolving between the youth and senior
members is overwhelming and will continue with the hands on approach by everyone through the
restoration project
It is expected many more volunteers will come on board to take part in this exciting project as the
membership for the Friends of the Canally is growing and the interest widespread over three States.
To bring the Canally back to its original steamer state will take many hours of tireless dedicated
volunteer participation, and it is envisaged the project will take between five and ten years to come to
fruition before it is available to offer day cruises to the public.
220km of the Murray River flows through the heart of the Mid Murray Region and river tourism means
business for the area. Many river townships depend on the success of tourism and have struggled to
survive with the impact of the drought.
The romance of the river of old is brought to life through paddle steamers on the Murray and the
townships of Morgan has strong links to the bustling days of steam travel through its rich river and
rail history.
It is envisaged economic and employment opportunities will be created with the PS Canally project for
the township of Morgan as the Paddle steamer Marion and Mannum Dock Museum, a Section 41
committee of the Mid Murray Council, is a self-funded business employing one full time and one part
time employee supported by over 100 volunteers.
Heritage vessels provide a myriad of opportunities for training in connection with maritime
accreditation, hospitality and the importance of the various trades associated with keeping these
unique river steamers in operation.
Providing these training opportunities creates much needed pathways for the engagement of youth in
small townships and the training acquired on heritage vessels can lead to employment opportunities
in the commercial sector.
Heritage vessel accreditation can lead to commercial maritime tickets in the roles of Captain, Mates
and the dying trade of steam boiler engineers.
It is integral these trades are not lost, to ensure these amazing vessels filled with a wealth of history,
engineering ingenuity and tales to tell, are kept alive for future generations to enjoy.
The township of Morgan is a tourism oasis waiting to erupt; with heritage listed rail buildings to be
restored nestled on the banks of the Murray River, amidst towering red gum trees and a widespread
lawn landscape dotted with pieces of the past, providing historic reflection into the days of old. A
conceptual plan has been created to enhance the Morgan riverfront precinct in conjunction with the
proposed restoration of the heritage listed Morgan Wharf.
The PS Canally will compliment this proposed project for the township of Morgan providing increased
tourism visitation, and economic impact for the business district bordering the precinct.
The various stages of the restoration project will provide media opportunities for both the Mid Murray
Council and Morgan to build the profile of the township as a visitor destination and increase the
awareness of the Murray River for the years to come.

2.4 Aesthetic
PS Canally is a typical river work boat of the early 1900s.The plumb ends, transom rudder, large
paddle boxes, and upper deck cabin arrangement are all traditional features and styling, for the
period. It provides an excellent craft to interpret this appearance and arrangement and how it was
used commercially. It is planned to restore the vessel to this 1920 configuration which was the period
it worked out of the port of Morgan.
PS Canally Restoration Committee
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2.5 Design and Construction
The PS Canally hull was built in the fashion of the time on the banks of the Murray at Koondrook. It
has an all wooden hull construction which is in contrast to the composite construction wood and
steel/iron used on some of the other paddle steamers, and restoring this wooden construction will
allow the vessel to be correctly interpreted.

2.6 Community Associations
PS Canally is supported by the Morgan RSL, MCDTA (Morgan Community Development & Tourism
Association, CCDTA (Cadell Community Development & Tourism Association) and SA Water (Morgan &
Berri). The restoration work is providing an opportunity for the community and youth in particular, to
be involved and during the early stages of the project this has developed quite strongly.

2.7 Comparative Vessels
PS Canally will complement the three other major working paddle steamers currently operating in
South Australia, the PS Marion, The PS Industry and the PS Oscar W. These boats all played a part in
the establishment and prosperity of settlements along the Murray River. The only other vessel in SA
waters of similar configuration is the Oscar W (1907) moored in Goolwa. The PS Canally, is a full
wooden hull where the others in SA waters have composite hulls (timber below the water line with
steel uppers).
PS Marion is a Murray River paddle steamer built in 1896 as a barge them converted to steam power
in 1900. It has spent all its working life on the Murray and Darling Rivers in a variety of roles, initially
hawking goods from its on board store, then carrying mixed cargo and passengers, and finally working
as a passenger vessel. PS Marion is understood to be the third oldest surviving Australian vessel that
has been listed on Lloyds Register of Ships and its story reflects the evolution of trade, transportation
and social development on the Murray Darling system during the twentieth century. The process of
alteration over the life of the vessel demonstrates the flexibility and adaptability of river steamers and
their owners to meet the challenge of changing local conditions. PS Marion's current configuration is
the culmination of these changes, and represents the most feasible operation for a paddle steamer in
2010.
A number of significant Murray and Darling River personalities and organizations have been
associated with the vessel as captains, members of the crew or owners. It has also carried VIP guests
including Australian Prime Minister Andrew Fisher.
Although planned to be a steamer PS Marion was originally built as a barge. In 1896, shipbuilder A.H.
Landseer from Milang on Lake Alexandrina South Australia was commissioned to build a steamer by
Mr George Swan Fowler, a prominent Adelaide business man. Unfortunately Mr Fowler died soon after
building began, and his trustees decided that the hull should be completed and offered for sale as a
barge. It was named Marion and first floated in February 1897.
William Bowring kept a store in Wentworth and also traded up and down the Darling River in NSW,
selling goods from a paddle steamer. In early 1900 WM Bowring & Co. bought Marion after their
previous steamer had caught fire and burnt to the waterline. The barge was towed to Echuca, where
Bowring built a superstructure so it could work as a store and PS Marion became a hawking steamer.
Bowring imported the engine, which was built by Marshall & Sons of Gainsborough, England in 1900.
The PS Marion's first trip was travelling up the Darling River on October 29th 1900. From here it
worked the Darling trade, taking supplies to settlements and stations along the river. In 1908 PS
MARION was sold to Ben Chaffey of Renmark, who stripped off the store superstructure and rebuilt it
to carry cargo along with accommodation to carry eight passengers, the captain and crew. Chaffey
also had two barges specially built for PS Marion to tow.
In 1915 the vessel was used as the setting for the ceremonies which marked the initiation of the
locking on the river, marking one of the first unified acts of the States under the Commonwealth. In
association with the event a range of notable Australian political figures and dignitaries from the
States and Commonwealth, including Prime Minister Andrew Fisher and Attorney General Billy
Hughes, cruised the river on PS Marion.
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As PS Marion went through changes of ownership its shape and function changed. It evolved from
carrying cargo with just a few passengers, then increasing the passenger capacity until eventually it
became a passenger boat only. In its final working guise PS MARION had accommodation spread over
three decks, including lounges on the top and middle decks while the dining room was on the main
deck.
PS Marion was best known along the Murray River during its time as one of the passenger steamers
belonging to the Murray Shipping Limited. In December 1934 it left Morgan for the first of what
became regular summer cruises. It went upstream as far as Renmark, then down to Goolwa and back
to Morgan.
After Murray Shipping Limited went into liquidation in 1952, PS Marion was sold a number of times
and spent some years as a floating boarding house in Berri. In 1963 PS Marion was bought by the
National Trust to be used as a memorial to the river navigation era. PS Marion went down river to
Mannum in South Australia under its own steam on what was then thought to be its last voyage.
Captain Bill Drage, who captained PS Marion during its last years as a passenger steamer, took the
helm on that voyage.
For over thirty years PS Marion remained in the historic Randell Dry Dock at Mannum, where the local
branch of the National Trust maintained it as a static museum. In 1989 the Mannum community and
local Council decided that the best way to preserve PS Marion for future generations was to conserve
and restore the boat to being fully operational. The Mannum Dock Museum was appointed to manage
and develop the facilities and opportunities of PS Marion and Randell Dry Dock as the core of the
Mannum Dock Museum of River History. Major restoration work was undertaken with significant
volunteer assistance. The superstructure has been restored to what it was in the vessel's heyday as a
passenger steamer, with cabins, lounges, dining room, galley and bathrooms. PS Marion was
recommissioned in November 1994.
In 2010 PS Marion is based in Mannum and is open to the public every day and runs passenger trips
throughout the year, under the ownership of the Mannum Dock Museum of River History. It is still
operated by its original machinery and the distinctive character of the vessel is the result of its piecemeal growth and the sometimes crude construction techniques utilized at the time.
PS Industry is a paddle steamer built in 1911 at Goolwa South Australia that was used for clearing
snags along with servicing locks and other facilities on the lower Murray River. For 58 years it was
operated by the SA Government from Renmark, and was retired in 1969. In 2010 it has been
restored, retaining its working configuration but now operational as a passenger carrying tour vessel
at Renmark. It also retains its original engine that has been restored to further its working life.
PS Industry was built at Goolwa by the State Government and commissioned in 1911 as a workboat
for the SA Engineering and Water Services Department. It was designed to remove snags from the
river and clear the passage for other river steamers, and to drive piles where needed. PS Industry was
later used in the construction and maintenance of the locks and weirs. It was also used by the
Irrigation Department and helped in establishing a settlement at Barmera for returned soldiers after
the First World War. PS Industry was always based at Renmark and worked right down as far as
Goolwa, near the river mouth and Lake Alexandrina. Removing snags which were fallen trees was a
difficult and laborious process, made worse by the regularity at which trees continued to fall into the
river.
When Renmark was threatened by the highest water levels ever recorded along the Murray during the
1956 floods, PS Industry remained at the ready with steam up to evacuate those who remained
during the critical days of the flood when a total evacuation appeared imminent.
PS Industry was retired in 1969 and replaced by the steel work boat Maratala which is an aboriginal
word for 'industry'.
PS Industry was donated by the government to the town of Renmark in 1970, where it became a
floating static museum along the Renmark riverfront for about 20 years. Around 1990 a local
committee investigated the feasibility of restoring the vessel to operating condition as a steamer. The
Renmark Apex Club became involved and engaged an Echuca shipwright to assess its restoration.
PS Canally Restoration Committee
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Another shipwright was then engaged to carry out the work with the help of volunteers. Once PS
Industry was restored it featured in the film, 'River Kings' in 1990. The 'Friends of the Industry
committee' was formed, and members continue to maintain the vessel, raise funds, and supervise
the steaming days. With Government funding secured in 1994, almost a year of hard work by
volunteers was then needed to bring the vessel to survey standard, so it could be operated as a
passenger vessel.
In 1995 PS Industry was recommissioned as a historic passenger vessel running cruises and taking
charters. Ongoing efforts of the volunteers and community sponsors have enabled PS Industry to
continue to be enjoyed by visitors to Renmark. Steaming on regular occasions throughout the year,
the general public can now experience the ambience of the River Murray and the atmosphere of a
bygone era on board PS Industry.
Oscar W is a very good example of a Murray and Darling River system paddle steamer from 1908
which remains in operating condition. It has its original engine and has been restored to an original
layout so that its story can be accurately interpreted by the public. Its long and varied career is typical
of the many roles played by these craft along these vital Australian rivers, including commerce,
construction and tourism. Oscar W has been well known for a long period and has played a major role
in the Riverina region of south-eastern Australia, and has formed a close association with Goolwa.
Oscar W was built in Echuca, Victoria, in 1908, by Bear Brothers shipwrights for its first owner
FO Wallin, who named the boat after his son Oscar. It was built as a towing/trading vessel.
Oscar W is 31.39 m (103 ft) long, 10.88m (35 1/2 ft) wide overall, and draws from 0.84 m to 1.5 m
(2 ft 3 in to 5 ft 1 in). Its tonnage is registered at 83 ton gross or 59 ton net. The hull is composite
construction, with riveted steel topsides and 75mm thick tallow wood and red gum planking below. It
is powered by a 16 HP, 2 cylinder Marshall steam engine which was imported by Wallin and has been
its engine for all of its working life.
Oscar W operated originally from the Port of Echuca carrying freight along the Edward and Wakool
Rivers and up the Murrumbidgee as far as Balranald. In 1914 Charlie Wallin sold OSCAR W to
Permewan Wright and Co and for the next five years it carried wool for the Riverina wool trade. In
1919 the Oscar W again changed hands, this time to Murray Shipping Ltd and hauled wool and
general cargo on the Darling River. Oscar W was also used as a supply and equipment vessel for the
building of the Murray River locks and Goolwa Barrages.
In 1942 Oscar W was sold to George Ritchie of Goolwa and again in 1943 to Perce Richards, R. Knox
and Captain Tommy Goode, also of Goolwa. War restrictions forced another sale in 1943 to the South
Australian Highways and Local Government Department where the Oscar W was used for routine ferry
maintenance work, based at Morgan. It was well suited to this type of work due to the powerful steam
plant on board. In 1945 the Department converted Oscar W’s boiler from wood to oil firing. In 1959
Oscar W was replaced by the tug Nalta Yuki to continue ferry maintenance work in SA.
Captain Paddy Hogg purchased Oscar W in 1959 and took it to Mildura to be used for tourist day
trips. During 1962 Oscar W towed the paddle steamer Gem from Mildura to Swan Hill. On falling river
levels it was unable to return to its home port, and so it continued to Echuca where it remained for 9
months.
In 1964 OSCAR W was sold to Allan Moritz of Murray Bridge and he restored the Oscar W as a wood
burner but it ceased operations during the 1970s. Moritz died in 1984 and in 1985 the SA
Department of Tourism bought Oscar W for the Signal Point River Murray Interpretive Centre. Local
identity Jock Veenstra successfully tendered to repair the craft in 1987. Repair work was carried out
on the slip at Murray Bridge to make the hull watertight, replacing some of the red gum planks, repair
caulking and fitting a number of new steel sister frames. The boiler was also brought back to a safe
operating condition. On 30 March 1988 Oscar W steamed down to Goolwa where work on the
superstructure and paddle boxes was completed.
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Oscar W was re-commissioned as an operating charter vessel and tourist attraction at a function on 1
July 1988. Two highlights soon after were an epic voyage back to Echuca in 1991 and then a record
breaking non-stop run, of four days 23 hours, between Goolwa and Mildura, towing the barge Dart in
1992.
In 1996 the original boiler was condemned and replaced by a new welded boiler built by Forbes
Australia, which was fitted in 1997. Not long after this considerable restoration work was then
undertaken by the 'Friends of PS Oscar W'. This work included removal of the rusted sections of
original frames, removal of sister frames and replacement of over 90 steel part frames which were
galvanised, complete replacement of the wooden bottom with tallow wood and red gum planking,
replacement of most floors and the decaying keelson’s. Replacement of iron topsides was then
undertaken where it was rusted, with new plating being welded in. The forward hold covering was
replaced with welded steel to meet survey conditions but the original coamings were followed so that
the original hold configuration is clearly visible.
In February 2001 the Alexandrina Council took over running the Oscar W and the barge Dart
(HV000221), re-uniting the two craft which had probably worked together during the period when
both were owned by the South Australian Government. The pair has since taken part in many
important historical re-enactments and community celebrations on the River Murray. This included
the series of Centenary of Federation celebrations held between Goolwa and Mildura in 2001, the
150th anniversary of shipping on the Murray in 2003 and the 150th anniversary of Australia's first
railway in 2004.
Oscar W and its faithful barge Dart are open to the public and the 'Friends of the PS OSCAR W' now
has Oscar W back in commercial survey, a milestone achieved in time for its 100th birthday in
October 2008.
PS Gem is a very early example of a Murray River paddle steamer and was the biggest paddle
steamer on the Murray River.
PS Gem was built by Air and Westergard in 1876 at Moama on the NSW side of the Murray River. The
27 metre long hull was planked in red gum, which grew along the banks of the Murray River. Oregon
was used for the superstructure to keep the craft light and to keep the draft shallow. In 1882 it
underwent a major transformation at Goolwa in SA. There it was cut in half through the mid-section.
The two halves were then separated by a bullock team which was used to pull the forward part away
from the aft section. A new 13 metre long centre-section was then added to re-join the vessel. At 40
metres long overall, PS Gem then became the longest paddle steamer on the Murray River.
The legendary Hugh King, known as 'The Grand Old Man of the River’ was PS Gem's captain for many
years, and the vessel went through a number of changes in ownership during its long lifespan. It also
went through a variety of uses, in more or less the following succession: barge, towing vessel,
passenger vessel, home and then a boarding house.
PS Gem was towed up from Mildura to Swan Hill in 1962, the longest tow in Murray River paddle
steamer history, and became the opening exhibit at the Swan Hill Pioneer Settlement Museum. Here
it became the entry-exit building, local art gallery, museum office, caretaker's flat and Australia's first
bush-tucker restaurant.
It was also the first paddle steamer to be restored, and heralded a resurgence in paddle steamer
history, leading to the restoration of a number of other Murray River paddle steamers. As part of the
display at Swan Hill it is a major part of the Pioneer Settlement Museum's education program where
thousands of students have used it as a part of their study of the Murray River's history. PS Gem has
also been on the Victorian Heritage Register for many years
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Section 3 Interpretation
An ongoing interpretation plan will be developed using audience research to understand the needs,
requirements and interests for multiple audience segments to increase meaningful interaction with
the vessel. It will include an implementation strategy that will identify the resources required to
develop and deliver the programs.
These programs will include the following elements:


Interpretive wharf displays, for the PS Canally.



A website for the PS Canally which will include examples of the history, photos and objects
related to the vessel and to the people associated with her. Also containing regular updates,
photos and information about her preservation and restoration.



propose exhibits for the local museum that make direct links to the PS Canally and
encourage audiences to visit the vessel at the wharf

Within the overall interpretive plan the specific requirement for the PS Canally is that the
interpretation is based on the conservation of the vessel as a floating exhibit, consistent with its
configuration and significance as a working river boat.
3.1 In the Water
The primary viewing location for the visitor while the vessel is undergoing restoration is the Morgan
wharf area. Interpretative elements such as signage and photographs will be positioned close by and
inside the local museum to enhance her profile.
In 2014 a permanent mooring was created in front of the old Morgan Railway Station as part of the
Morgan Riverfront Precinct Project. This project was undertaken under the watchful eye of ‘Australian
Heritage Services’, to ensure archaeological monitoring took place while new mooring posts were
installed.
It is envisaged that once the PS Canally is completed she will be available to offer day cruises to the
public and will be a floating/mobile example of an historic working paddle steamer.
3.2 Online
The PS Canally Restoration Committee has continued to develop and update an interactive website to
present the story of PS Canally. Visitors to the site can experience aspects of the history, restoration
and the vessel’s service without having to visit the vessel and go aboard. A Canally Facebook site has
also been created.

Section 4 Conservation
CONSERVATION means all the processes of looking after an object so as to retain its cultural
significance. It includes maintenance and may, according to circumstances, include preservation,
restoration, reconstruction and adaptation. These processes are usually implemented in combination
Such work should:





Be based on evidence (physical and/or documentary)
Be reversible or be of minimal impact on the fabric of significance
Not distort the evidence provided by the fabric
If reconstruction is involved, be limited to the completion of a depleted entity and should not
constitute the majority of the fabric

In general terms, a conservation project aims to provide a coherent view of the past, to make
significant features apparent, and remove disruptive features, without adversely affecting the ability
of the object to speak of its later history. Three sections within the Canally Restoration Committee
working under Section 41 Board of Management under the Morgan Museum are responsible for the
ongoing conservation of the PS Canally. Their duties are as follows:
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Curatorial
 Research the history of the vessel and make available such research museum-wide and to
external parties
 Liaise with Fleet and Conservation in the preparation of the maintenance program
Fleet






Prepare and manage a program of routine maintenance of the vessel
Undertake maintenance within WHS regulations
Document and maintain all maintenance records associated with the vessel and make
available such records museum-wide and to external parties as required
Liaise with Curatorial and Conservation in the preparation of the maintenance program and
interpretation program
Ensure the vessel is operated in accordance with the Safety Management System

Conservation
 Advise and assist Fleet on maintenance issues
 Liaise with Fleet and Curatorial in the preparation of the maintenance program and
interpretation program
4.1 Guiding Principles
The guiding principles for the conservation of the PS Canally are taken from the Australian Institute of
Conservation of Cultural Material (AICCM) Code of Ethics and Code of Practice, and from the ICOMOS
Charter for Places of Cultural Significance (the Burra Charter). Some of these principles have been
adapted to suit moveable maritime cultural heritage.
A policy of reversibility in all conservation and maintenance work on the PS Canally will be adhered to
within the constraints of safety, practicability, resources and finance. If replacement of original fabric
or extensive conservation work is needed, effort will be concentrated on the minimum intervention
necessary and the appropriateness of the repair technique employed. The objective of the
conservation program for the PS Canally is to ensure the survival of significant fabric for as long as
practicable without unacceptable loss.
4.2 Aims and Objectives
The aim of the PS Canally Restoration Committee is the preservation, restoration and reconstruction
of the PS Canally to return her to a working paddle steamer to be moored at the Port of Morgan,
South Australia .The objective is to rebuild the Canally in the layout she was in the 1920’s when the
Francis & Tinks families owned the boat. This is the era she operated around the Port of Morgan,
South Australia.
4.3 Preservation
PRESERVATION means maintaining the fabric of an object in its existing state and retarding
deterioration.
4.4 Restoration
RESTORATION means returning the existing fabric of an object to a known earlier state by removing
accretions or by reassembling existing components without the introduction of new material.
4.5 Reconstruction
RECONSTRUCTION means returning an object as nearly as possible to a known earlier state and is
distinguished by the introduction of new materials (new and old) into the fabric.
4.6Adaptation
ADAPTATION means modifying an object to suit proposed compatible uses.
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4.7 Schedule of Major Works
Major conservation works scheduled to be undertaken on the PS Canally are as follows:






Stage 1 - Hull (below the waterline)
Stage 2 - Plant (restoration and installation of a Marshall 20hp steam reciprocating engine)
Stage 3 - Hull & Decking (Being conducted concurrently with Stage 2)
Stage 4 - Superstructure
Stage 5 - Survey Requirements

Section 5 Risk Assessment and Management
5.1 Assessment
A comprehensive risk analysis will be carried out to determine the nature and potential of risks to
which the PS Canally is currently exposed. The following are seen as potential risk factors, though in
no particular order:








Vandalism; The PS Canally is open to public access via the Morgan Wharf area or the river.
Security lights have been placed on the vessel and a security camera fitted to the wharf
overlooking the Canally. Regular checks of the vessel are made to ensure no vandalism has
occurred. .
Theft; The PS Canally hull currently has few removable items on board. Only bilge pumps and
some electrical cables. All other items are removed for storage in lockable sheds.
Extreme Weather Conditions; The PS Canally is vulnerable to fluctuating river levels and as such
lines are checked regularly. Hailstorms, windstorms and other potential extreme weather
conditions are also possible. Precautions need to be taken if weather warnings are available such
as doubling up of lines.
Organic Pests, incl. white ants, rodents and wood rot; a regular pest inspection regime will be in
place with periodic inspections and if necessary treatments by qualified persons to monitor this
risk.
Fire; At this stage the hull is to be fitted with approved fire protection equipment i.e. fire
extinguishers and precautions taken when working on/in the hull.

5.2 Management Plan
A list of possible risks has been drawn up. The likelihood of each risk occurring has been assessed
against specific control measures which are in place. Measures will be taken to ensure the safety of
all crew, volunteers, employed contractors, and public.
All work will be conducted under the Work Health Safety Act (SA) 2012.
Refer Table: “PS Canally Risk Assessment” attached
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PART B: RESTORATION SCHEDULE
Section 1
Stage 1: Repair and Maintenance of hull
1.1 Maintenance
MAINTENANCE means the continuous protective care of fabric, contents and setting of an object, and
is to be distinguished from repair. Repair involves restoration or reconstruction and it should be
treated accordingly.
A maintenance routine will be established as progress is made on the restoration. At this point in
time maintenance is restricted to the hull.
MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES - PS Canally

Period

Routine Duties

Daily

Inspection of hull.
Inspect for any water ingress
Inspect lines

Weekly

Security checks on hull, steam engine and stored equipment

Monthly

To be confirmed after launch

Six-monthly

To be confirmed after launch

Yearly

To be confirmed after launch

1.2 Estimated Cost - Maintenance
Estimated annual cost for maintenance is estimated at $10,000
1.3 Hull repairs
Slipping in 2011 ensured that the hull was watertight for its move to Morgan. In March 2013 the PS
Canally was towed to Berri slipway where it underwent further work to the hull.
The following was undertaken.





Replacement of 40 planks below the waterline and some planks on the starboard side above
the waterline.
Installation of floor timbers in the bow and stern
Newly constructed rudder was fitted
Hull hot pitched and tarred under the waterline
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In November 2013 the hull of the Canally sunk at her mooring at the Morgan Wharf due to a series of
events which resulted in power being cut to the bilge pumps, water then filling the hull until the level
reached the old unsealed timbers, which then allowed water to continue to enter the hull lowering the
level of the vessel and leading to her eventual sinking. She was raised with the aid of float tanks and
the following work has now been conducted to prevent it happening again.
 New AC pumps and wiring installed in each compartment.
 DC pumps and batteries installed in each compartment
 New standby generator with auto start installed
 Water level alarms installed in each compartment.
 Security lighting installed
 Bulkheads sealed
 Scheduled regular inspections every two days
Subsequent minor leaks have occurred below the waterline at butt/chine plates. These have been
repaired pending slipping scheduled for 2015 to further inspect, repair and re-caulk the hull.
1.4 Preservation
Existing planks in good condition will be preserved and maintained.
1.5 Hull Expenditure for First Slipping
Stage 1- Hull
Task, Activity or Materials

Other Contributions

Materials to install planks- oakum, tar and
paint

$10600.00

6” x 4” Timber floors for re-planking

$5500.00

Installation of planks and floor by
professional shipwright (720 hours)

$65540.00

Raking & Caulking hull, replace planks and
floors

$46620.00

Bolts & fastenings

$10000.00

3 extra timber floors fitted

$4000.00

Accommodation/catering

$5600.00

Fuel to transport timbers & crane costs

$900.29

Reimbursement for fuel to tow Canally

$206.60

TOTAL

$148966.89
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1.6 Schedule of Work
 8th-11th March 2013 Canally towed to Berri by PS Oscar W
 March-May 2013 Work undertaken to replace planks, floor beams and rudder
 5th-8th June 2013 Canally towed back to Morgan
To be scheduled:


2015 Canally to be slipped, hull inspected and further planks replaced
Estimated cost $80000-

1.7 Use of Volunteers
Volunteers will be utilised whenever possible in the repairs and maintenance of the hull.
Volunteers, working on the vessel, or helping whilst the vessel in on the slip, will be supervised.

Stage 2: Plant
2.1 Engine restoration
This stage will see the restoration and installation of a 1913 vintage Marshall 20hp steam
reciprocating engine

Copy of boiler inspections attached:
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Boiler report for P.S.Canally
Inspection performed by Simon Huntington at Morgan
General condition. The boiler is in good condition on the outside, however internally the firebox has
been eroded and there is excessive corrosion in the lower portion of the barrel. Eleven stays show
signs of cracking. Crown stay nuts are wasted by about 35%
The current state of the boiler is presented in an abrasive blasted condition with the tubes removed.
Internal access was gained through the manhole. Inspection methods used were visual with the aid of a
torch and mirror, thickness testing with an ultrasonic thickness tester.
Both of the previous reports have been read and this report is to be read in conjunction with them. It is
recognized that the boiler was in a complete and un-blasted condition which limited the ability of the
previous inspectors to see the internal condition.
The inside of the barrel has two major defects which must be eliminated. The first is that several cracks
are radiating out from the mud hole in the barrel shell plate. The second defect is there is excessive
pitting corrosion in the lower third of the barrel plate, isolated pits leave a thickness of 2-3mm and an
average of 5mm in this area. My recommendation is that the bottom third of the barrel be replaced by
welding in new sections of plate and riveting them to the throat plate and front tube plate.
The fire box wastage is evident below the crown to side lap joint with a groove 2-3mm deep and 10mm
wide. Ring wastage around each crown stay 3-5mm deep and general wastage of 2-4mm deep. With
consideration of the proposed use I would recommend the replacement of the crown by forming two
folds down each side and welding to the sides and either welding or riveting to the fire box tube plate
and rear of fire box.
Eleven stays will need to be replaced and are indicated with crosses drawn on them.
Dye penetrant was used around all of the mud holes and no signs of cracking was evident. Some
polishing around the holes to take of the high spots will aid gaskets to seal.
P.S.Marion has had similar repairs to its fire box and it would be good to look at how it was done as this
would prove the proposed repair. The boiler is worth repairing and with the proposed repairs would
give a long life.
Regards Simon Huntinton
28/1/2015
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2.2 Housing
We have constructed a roof structure alongside our works shed so that the steam engine can be
housed in a secure area to allow work to be conducted on the restoration of the engine.
2.3 Initial jobs to be done

Check man/mud hole covers & sandblast
Remove boiler tubes
Needle gun boiler furnace
Refurbish boiler front valve gear
Strip & refurbish engine
Construct / find & install reversing gear
Inspections by PSI
2.4 Estimated Cost
STAGE 2 – PLANT Estimates 2013

Supply of Boiler tubes (16 metres)
Acid de-scale Boiler
Patch crown area / fusible plug
Manufacture and fit reversing gear
Material costs, studs
Material costs, fire box stays x 13
Renew smoke box with heavier gauge material to support stack
New chimney stack (inner and outer)
New safety valves to comply with venting to atmosphere
New blow down valve to comply
Sand or grit blasting area pre-ultra sound tests
Ultra sound testing as required in fire box
Fire bars x 50
Pressure gauge testing
New ash pan 9 heavier construction
Reconditioning of injector
Manufacture of 2 x pinion gears / 2 x main gears
Alignment and positioning of paddle shafts
Installation of steering and throttle controls
Installation of Boiler and Plant
Silenced 25KVA diesel generator

4,500
1,000
200
30,000
1,000
2,000
2,000
2,500
1,000
500
1,000
1,500
3,500
200
2,500
600
25,000
5,000
2,000
3,000
18,000
Total (excl GST)

107,000

Boiler tubes were purchased in 2014 Cost $4910.60
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STAGE 2 – PLANT revised estimates for steam engine 2015

Cut & Weld in 2 barrel sections
Rivet barrel
Replace crown
Replace crown stays
Pad weld front tube plate

$6000.00
$2000.00
$5000.00
$3500.00
$1500.00
Sub Total

Inspection costs
Valve Gear Modifications
Manufacture of gears

$18000.00
$10000.00
$20000.00
$30000.00

Sub Total

$60000.00

Total (excl GST)

$78000.00

2.5 Use of volunteers
Volunteers will be utilised whenever possible in the repairs and maintenance of the steam engine.
All work will be conducted under the Work Health Safety Act (SA) 2012.
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Stages 3 to 5: Decking, Superstructure, Survey Requirements
At this stage it is impractical to give definitive times and details of the work involved in the
replacement of the decking, the construction and fitting out of new superstructure and the
subsequent survey of the vessel. These tasks will be dependent on funding being available and we
envisage a time frame of 5-10 years. Details of this work will be included in the Vessel Management
Plan once more details are available.
It is the aim of the management committee to build new superstructure following drawings of the
vessel in the 1920’s. This was the era when the Canally operated from Morgan, South Australia
transporting goods. Plans are yet to be drawn up for this stage.
3 -5.1 Estimated Cost

STAGE 3 - HULL & DECKING (above the waterline)
Upper hull planking repair / replacement
Total (excl GST)

80,000
80,000

Total (excl GST)

7,000
120,000
6,000
3,000
3,000
5,000
144,000

Total (excl GST)

5,000
4,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
6,000
1,000
1,100
1,100
1,100
2,000
500
500
1,500
27,800

STAGE 4 - SUPERSTRUCTURE
Approved design work
Erection of same (including material)
Electrical wiring
Plumbing
Stove, Rayburn with hot water
Galley fit out
STAGE 5 – SURVEY REQUIREMENTS
Fire detection & alarming
Bilge alarms & controls
Electric bilge pumps x 6
Diesel fire pump & firefighting equipment
Fire extinguishers x 8, fire blanket x 1
Life jackets x 40, & other marine safety equipment
PA system
Blackwater tank, 5,000 litres
Grey water tank, 5,000 litres
Freshwater tank, 950 litres
Mooring ropes
Anchor
Winch
Boiler inspection fees
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Appendix: Revise and Update Vessel Management Plan
Date
March 2013
May 2015
March 2018

By

Section and notes
Vessel Management Plan Prepared
Vessel Management Plan Revised
Revise VMP

Bibliography
Frank Tucker, History of the PS Canally
Australian National Maritime Museum - Australian Register of Historic Vessels
ARHV Number HV000520
Ronald Parsons, Ships of the Inland Rivers
Joe Anderson, Murray River man- the life of George Freeman
Table attached as separate document- “PS Canally Risk Assessment -March 2015”
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